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Style needn’t
mean compromise
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…the window system with softer lines

The Fully Sculptured
Window System from VEKA
Available in a range of coloured finishes and woodgrains
Internal beading options
Suitable for PVC-U curtain-walling
Galvanised steel reinforcements

Take a look at the stylish lines of the VEKA
Fully Sculptured Window System and you
will see PVC-U in a new light.

Softer, sculptured appearance like timber
Exceptional weather performance
Create a range of styles including Casement or Tilt and Turn

As technically advanced as it is beautiful,
Matrix FS rewrites the rules, adding a
softer, more rounded look to suit any home,
whatever its size or vintage.
Its perfectly balanced curves and slender
sightlines create a unique appearance
that blends with the character of classical
architecture but is equally at ease in the
most contemporary of homes.
Matrix FS is the latest in a long heritage
of VEKA PVC-U frame technology that has
stood the test of time in some of the world’s
largest and most prestigious building projects
as well as literally millions of private homes.

PAS 23/24-1/12608
KM 60983

BS EN ISO14001: 2004
EMS 59308
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Fully Sculptured Window System
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BS EN 12608
KM 12875

BS EN ISO9001: 2008
FM 01414
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For the best profile… anywhere

VEKA Matrix Fully Sculptured

…the window system with softer lines

The choice of specifiers:
Matrix FS (70mm front-to-back) is widely chosen for its aesthetic appeal, with
a soft, sculptured appearance. Demand for the Matrix FS system continues to
grow in new build and commercial applications for projects requiring the look
and feel of quality hardwood frames, without the maintenance.

The choice of fabricators:
The Matrix FS system is technically exceptional and allows
for simple fabrication and trouble-free installation.
The 70mm width makes the system ideal for the tidy
replacement of traditional, slimmer windows.

The choice of homeowners:
Windows created from the Matrix FS System not only look superb, but also
enhance a home’s warmth, security and value. Requiring minimal maintenance,
the FS System is also designed to include Secured by Design (SBD) features,
enabling a security specification far higher than old-fashioned timber windows.
Its soft, rounded lines can offer a level of detailing that is sure to appeal to the
discerning homeowner.

Open new doors

Style and functionality

Advanced technology doesn’t have to be left at the door. You
can now have all the same good looks and security benefits of
the VEKA Fully Sculptured system for doors too.
Whether it’s the traditional front and back door, patio (tilt/
sliding) or French (hinged) double doors, you can enjoy the
looks, security and weather resistance to perfectly match your
Fully Sculptured windows.

Window Style
Casement Window
Side Hung Sashes

Versatility
The VEKA Fully Sculptured system can be used to create
traditional casements or tilt & turn windows which are a popular
option for a secure method of ventilation coupled with easy
cleaning from the inside.

Windows created from the stylish Matrix FS System are fitted with tough
steel and alloy components including, where appropriate, multipoint locking,
hook-locks, shootbolts and other mechanisms which provide a formidable
barrier against intruders.
The result of massive investment in development, tooling and extrusion
technology means that the VEKA Matrix FS System can be used to create
virtually any style of window or door, for any type of building including
casements or tilt & turns.
Supplied with pre-inserted gaskets and available in a range of woodgrain
effects including Irish Oak – the latest foil offering from VEKA.

Max Width

Max Height

Un-reinforced

700mm

1000mm

Fully reinforced

700mm

1400mm

Casement Window
Top Hung Sashes

Un-reinforced

1000mm

1000mm

Fully reinforced

1300mm

1200mm

Tilt & Turn Window
80mm Sash

Un-reinforced

1100mm

1100mm

Fully reinforced

1640mm

1800mm

Door Style

Max Width

Max Height

Residential Door

Fully reinforced

1075mm

2125mm

French Door
95mm Sash

Fully reinforced

745mm

2125mm

French Door
110mm Sash

Fully reinforced

995mm

2125mm

